This is not guaranteed to be a complete list of what the final will cover. You should also look at Midterms 1 and 2, and at the study terms from the first two exams.

The final will be around 1.5 times the length of the midterms.

Theories of categorization
- classical view
- prototype view
- exemplar view
  - classification of speech sounds
hierarchical model
taxonomic vs. non-taxonomic categories
basic-level category
psychological essentialism
Stereotypes

Visual Memory -
  - change blindness
  - picture memory
  - dual coding hypothesis

Spatial memory
analog representations (visual and auditory)
propositional representations
spatial hierarchies
mental rotation

Collins & Quillian model and associated problems
Semantic/Episodic memory distinction
Procedural/Declarative distinction
ACT model
schema
script
slot
filler
connectionist (PDP) network

false memory effects
- misinformation effect
- contextual co-activation
- interference
- stereotypes
- source confusion

recall
recognition

flashbulb memories
"recovered" memories
suggestibility
cognitive interview
perspective-switching
false confessions

mnemonics:
- chunking
- method of loci
- acronyms
- association